We report on five binary pulsars discovered in the Parkes multibeam Galactic plane survey. All of the pulsars are old, with characteristic ages yr, and have relatively small inferred magnetic fields,
INTRODUCTION
Most of the ∼40 binary pulsars known in the disk of the Galaxy are millisecond pulsars with weak magnetic fields ( G), with spin periods ms, and in nearly 8 B ∼ 10 2 ! P ! 15 circular orbits with companions of mass 0.15 Շ m 2 Շ 0.4 M , , presumably He white dwarfs (WDs), some of which have been detected optically. These are the low-mass binary pulsars (LMBPs), and their formation mechanism is well understood. After a neutron star spins down to long periods and a lowmass companion evolves off the main sequence, a long phase of stable mass transfer ensues, during which the system may be detectable as a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB; see Verbunt 1993 for a review). Eventually the orbit is circularized (Phinney 1992) , the pulsar spins up, its magnetic field is somehow quenched (e.g., Romani 1990) , and a long-lived "recycled" radio millisecond pulsar emerges. Despite some uncertainties, it appears that the birthrates of LMXBs and LMBPs are comparable (Lorimer 2001) , and this evolutionary model successfully accounts for many properties of LMBPs. However, it should be noted that 20% of millisecond pulsars are isolated, and it is not clear how they have lost their presumed past companions.
A small but growing group of binary pulsars consists of objects with ms, intermediate-mass companions 15 ! P ! 200 ( , likely CO or heavier WDs), and orbital ecm տ 0.5 M (IMBPs), and it is not entirely clear how they fit into the evolutionary scheme outlined earlier. It has been suggested that such systems undergo a period of unstable mass transfer and common-envelope (CE) evolution (van den Heuvel 1994) . IMBPs may have more in common with the evolution of highmass systems that spend part of their lives as high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) and are progenitors to eccentricorbit double-neutron star binaries, with the difference that they were not sufficiently massive for a second supernova to have occurred.
The vast majority of millisecond pulsars known in the Galactic disk are located within 2 kpc of the Sun. This is due to the loss of sensitivity of most surveys at larger distances, particularly along the Galactic plane. To probe the Galaxy-wide distribution of LMBPs and to learn more about rare species of pulsars, it is therefore desirable to search the distant Galactic plane with improved sensitivity.
The Parkes multibeam survey (Lyne et al. 2000; Manchester et al. 2001 ) covers a region of the inner Galactic plane ( , ) with sensitivity far surpassing that FbF ! 5Њ Ϫ100Њ ! l ! 50Њ of previous pulsar surveys. The main aim of the survey is to find young and distant pulsars, but it retains good sensitivity to fast-spinning pulsars. A radio frequency of 1374 MHz is used, reducing deleterious propagation effects that affect the detectability of distant pulsars at low latitudes. So far, the survey has discovered more than 500 pulsars (Camilo et al. 2000a; Manchester et al. 2000) , including binary (Lyne et al. 2000; Kaspi et al. 2000) and young (Camilo et al. 2000b) pulsars.
In this Letter we report the discovery of five short-period pulsars in binary systems. They contribute significantly to our understanding of binary pulsar evolution and demographics.
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
The survey uses the 13 beam receiver system at the 64 m Parkes telescope in New South Wales, Australia. Radio noise at a central frequency of 1374 MHz and spanning 288 MHz in bandwidth is filtered in a MHz filter bank spectrom-96 # 3 eter in each of two linear polarizations, in observations lasting 35 minutes. Signals from complementary polarizations are added, and the 96 voltages for each beam are sampled every 250 ms, digitized, and written to magnetic tape for off-line , and J1904ϩ0412 are the template profiles used to obtain TOAs. That for J1435Ϫ6100, at 1390 MHz, is the template for the high-resolution data obtained since MJD 51630, while that for J1810Ϫ2005 has time resolution a factor of 6 better than the template and most of the data used to obtain its timing solution. analysis. The data are then searched for periodic and dispersed signals using standard techniques (e.g., Manchester et al. 1996) . Pulsars J1435Ϫ6100, J1810Ϫ2005, J1454Ϫ5846, J1232Ϫ6501, and J1904ϩ0412 were first detected in data collected on 1997 May 26, August 26, 1998 January 22, 24, and August 12, respectively. Following confirming observations, PSR J1810Ϫ2005 has been monitored in a series of timing observations with the 76 m Lovell telescope at Jodrell Bank, United Kingdom, while the remaining pulsars have been observed at Parkes.
At Parkes we record data from the central beam in a manner otherwise identical to the survey observations, while tracking each pulsar for about 15 minutes on each observing day, with the exception that since MJD 51630 we have observed PSR J1435Ϫ6100 with a MHz filter bank and a sampling 512 # 0.5 interval of 125 ms at a central frequency of 1390 MHz. Data are collected on a few days about every 2 months, coinciding with epochs during which survey observations are in progress. Also, PSR J1904ϩ0412 was observed on a monthly basis with the 305 m Arecibo telescope, from 1999 October through 2000 July, using the Penn State Pulsar Machine, a 128 # 0.0625 MHz filter bank with 80 ms sampling at a central frequency of 1400 MHz. The data, time-tagged with the start time of the observations, are de-dispersed and folded at the predicted topocentric pulsar period, forming pulse profiles; pulse times of arrival (TOAs) are measured by cross-correlating these profiles with high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) templates ( Fig. 1) , created from the addition of many profiles. Similar procedures are used at Jodrell Bank, with the difference that the data are de-dispersed and folded on-line; also, MHz filter banks 32 # 3 were used until MJD 51400, and MHz filter banks have 64 # 1 been used since.
We then use the TEMPO timing software 9 to determine celestial coordinates, spin, and orbital parameters for the pulsars. This is done by first converting the measured TOAs to the barycenter using initial estimates of pulsar parameters and the DE200 solar-system ephemeris (Standish 1982) and by minimizing timing residuals with respect to the model parameters. The parameters thus obtained are listed in Table 1 , and the corresponding residuals are displayed in Figure 2 as a function of date.
The average flux densities listed in Table 1 were estimated by converting the observed S/N to a scale calibrated using stable flux densities known for a group of high dispersion measure (DM) pulsars. See Manchester et al. (2001) for further details of search and timing procedures. 
Evolution of the New Systems
All five of the newly discovered pulsars have low inferred magnetic fields ( G; Table 1 ) when compared with the 10 B ! 10 vast majority of known pulsars (see Fig. 3 ), and all are in circular binary systems. These characteristics indicate that all of the pulsars have interacted with their companions in the past and have been recycled to some extent. However, their periods and period derivatives (and hence B) are larger than those of most millisecond pulsars, as indicated in the P-diagram oḟ P Figure 3 : the spin parameters of PSR J1435Ϫ6100 place it marginally within the group of LMBPs at the lower left of the 9 See http://pulsar.princeton.edu/tempo. diagram, while those for the remaining four pulsars place them squarely amidst the IMBPs and double-neutron star systems.
Using the companion masses to attempt a classification of the new systems yields results which are mostly inconsistent with those derived from the spin parameters: PSR J1435Ϫ6100 has , decidedly not compatible with an LMBP;
of the remaining four systems, only PSR J1454Ϫ5846 (m ∼ 2 ) appears to be an IMBP, while the other three have 1.1 M , 10 -on this basis they should be classified
as LMBPs, but their periods and magnetic fields are significantly larger than those of any LMBPs with remotely comparable binary periods. One further piece of useful information is provided by the orbital eccentricities. Phinney (1992) derived a relationship between eccentricity and binary period for LMBPs with P տ 2 b days that is remarkably consistent with observations. One key ingredient of the theory is that mass transfer to the neutron star via Roche lobe overflow be stable over the giant phase of evolution of the companion star. The relationship need therefore not hold for IMBPs (Phinney & Kulkarni 1994) , and for three of the five IMBPs with measured eccentricities identified so far Tauris & Savonije 1999; Edwards & Bailes 2001 ) it does not (see Fig. 4 ).
3.1.1. Low-Mass Systems: Nonstandard Evolution? Tauris & Savonije (1999) Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. Values in parentheses are twice the nominal TEMPO uncertainties in the least-significant digits quoted, obtained after scaling TOA uncertainties to ensure . x p 1 n a Owing to the large covariance between q and time of periastron in standard TEMPO fits for pulsars with , the solutions for PSRs J1232Ϫ6501, (T ) e K 1 0 J1435Ϫ6100, and J1810Ϫ2005 were obtained using the ELL1 model, where and are fit instead (Lange et al. 2001 ). In these cases T (q { 0) (e cos q, e sin q) asc e and q (as well as ) can be derived. For the other two pulsars we used the standard (BT) binary model that fits for e, q, and -which is listed instead of
The following formulae are used to derive some parameters: G; ; and , where
s, and are the pulsar and companion masses, respectively, and i is the orbital inclination angle. is obtained from the mass (2-6 ) donor stars. Re-M , markably, they find that for a certain range of initial orbital periods, such close binaries can survive periods of superEddington mass transfer on subthermal (few Myr) timescales without experiencing a CE phase. Depending on initial donor mass and orbital period, low-mass systems like the three we have discovered may result (see their Figs. 2 and 4) .
How shall we choose between these two alternative scenarios (low-vs. intermediate-mass original companions)? Despite their present low-mass companions, the newly discovered systems are unlikely to be standard LMBPs, as already noted, because of their relatively large P and B (PSR J1904ϩ0412 also has too large an eccentricity; Fig. 4) . The intermediatemass donor branch of evolution is therefore more suitable to explain the new systems: the intermediate-mass systems tend to have shorter and less stable periods of accretion, often at much higher rates, leading to a natural explanation for the larger P, B, and (in at least some cases) eccentricities. With this evolutionary path, there is no need for a long-lived X-ray accretion phase. These systems might therefore not be descendants of standard LMXBs and should be accounted for separately in birthrate calculations. What the X-ray progenitors of such systems look like is of course an interesting and unresolved question.
High-Mass Systems: Common Envelope and a Puzzle
As is clear from Figure 4 , the eccentricity of PSR J1454Ϫ5846 is much higher than predicted by the convective fluctuation-dissipation theory of Phinney (1992) . The pulsar therefore has P, B, and eccentricity larger than expected for LMBPs, and . We thus confidently classify it as
an IMBP with a presumed O-Ne-Mg WD companion. It is likely to have undergone CE evolution and spiraled in to its present days from an initial period of several hundred P p 12. for PSR J1454Ϫ5846. A difficulty with understanding PSR J1435Ϫ6100 lies in its spin parameters: they are closer to those of LMBPs than IMBPs (see Fig. 3 ). In other words, despite a presumed short-lived (∼10 4 yr) mass transfer phase in a CE (and hence very little accretion), the pulsar's magnetic field . Symbols are as in Fig. 3 , with e ! 0.1 triangles denoting upper limits. Three IMBPs mentioned in the text are identified in small type. The dotted lines should contain 95% of the eccentricities of the LMBPs (circles), according to the model of Phinney & Kulkarni (1994) . (Fig. 3) and orbital parameters also similar to those of PSR B0655ϩ64. The reason behind such contrasting sets of parameters between PSRs J1435Ϫ6100/J1757Ϫ5322 and B0655ϩ64 is a puzzle.
The Scale Height of IMBPs and LMBPs
The preceding discussion suggests that classifying pulsars by present-day companion mass alone may not be particularly useful. We therefore define IMBPs as objects that once had intermediate-mass donor stars. While this is a model-dependent definition, operationally it applies to pulsar systems with ms and . Among these systems most, 10 Շ P Շ 200 e Շ 0.01 but not all (e.g., PSR J1232Ϫ6501), have and
It is notable that seven of the 12 presently known IMBPs (squares in Fig. 3 ) have been discovered in recent low-or intermediate-latitude surveys (this Letter and Edwards & Bailes 2001) . This is despite the greater effective volume searched with at least comparable sensitivity to pulsars with ms P տ 10 in some "all-sky" surveys (e.g., Lyne et al. 1998) . We now address this curiosity.
The median distance perpendicular from the Galactic plane for 23 known LMBPs is kpc, and three systems FzF p 0.4 m have kpc (Camilo 1999 The maximum perpendicular distance that a pulsar born near the plane can reach is approximately proportional to the square of its initial perpendicular velocity. A scale height for IMBPs that may be a factor of 2-4 smaller than for LMBPs requires a velocity for IMBPs a factor of Շ2 smaller than for LMBPs. This is plausible, considering that a typical LMBP progenitor is a system while an IMBP may descend from a 1 ϩ 1.3 M , system. In summary, the recent flurry of IMBP 4 ϩ 1.3 M , discoveries may be due simply to the fact that recent efforts are surveying with significant sensitivity where IMBPs tend to reside-along the Galactic plane. Similar distributions apply to X-ray binaries: HMXBs have smaller average velocity and scale height than LMXBs (van Paradijs & McClintock 1995) .
The newly discovered IMBPs are distant objects ( kpc) and were detected because they are relatively 3 Շ d Շ 10 luminous pulsars ( mJy kpc 2 ; Table 1 conclusively the scale height of IMBPs and their incidence among binary pulsars, it is necessary to perform careful modeling of the recent high-frequency surveys and to measure proper motions where possible.
